
Litchfield High School 

2019 Summer Reading 

English I 

 

Purpose:  The goal of summer reading is to keep you reading  in the hope that you will develop a love 

for books that interest you and to become a lifelong reader.   With this goal in mind, read a book this 

summer that will challenge you at the same time it will engage you. English I focuses on the  hero's 

journey, so the recommended titles are books  in which the hero's journey should be readily apparent.  

 

Come to class in the fall ready to talk about that book in the context of  a hero struggling to succeed in 

a deeply challenging world.   Take notes on your reading in a way that is meaningful to you.  

 

Reading:  Read a book that you will enjoy and that will challenge you as a reader and thinker.  Below 

are some recommendations.  You can choose from among these, or you can choose another book that 

you find compelling so long as the reading level and content are appropriate.  

 

Task: Take reading notes so that you will be able to discuss your reading in class.  The format or 

medium of your notes is up to you.  Be prepared to discuss the questions below with details from the 

text when you come to class on the first day. 

 

Questions: What is the nature of your main character’s journey, or adventure? 

How is that adventure like others you have read about in fiction or nonfiction, seen in movies, or 

experienced yourself?  Respond to these questions with evidence from your book. 

 

Book Suggestions 

 

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams 

Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll 

The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky 

Sarah’s Key by Tatiana de Rosnay 

Unbroken by Laura Hillenbrand 

Isaac’s Storm by Erik Larson 

A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle 

The Natural by Bernard Malamud 

The Killer Angels by Michael Shaara 

 

English I Supplies 

 

Classroom journal (unlined 9” x 12”) (These should be available at Ocean State) 

Post-its 

Highlighter 

Pens 

Pencils 



Lexile Level of Summer Reading Books 

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams (900L) 

Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll (670L) 

The Perks of Being a Wallflower  by Stephen Chbosky (720L) 

Sarah’s Key by Tatiana de Rosnay (HL610L) 

Unbroken by Laura Hillenbrand (1010L) 

Isaac’s Storm by Erik Larson (1020L) 

A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle (740L) 

The Natural by Bernard Malamud (1060L) 

Killer Angels by Mark Shaara (610L) 

The Book Thief by Martin Zusak (730L) 

 


